The role of the fetal biophysical profile in the management of fetal growth restriction
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Introduction
The management of a fetus with an ultrasound-based weight estimate below the 10th percentile (small for gestational age [SGA]) is a commonly encountered clinical challenge. SGA encompasses fetuses that are constitutionally small but have achieved their growth potential and those where abnormal placental perfusion and gas, nutrient, and fluid exchange leads to fetal growth restriction (FGR).1–4 This degree of placental dysfunction is the most common precursor to fetal hypoxemia, progressive fetal deterioration, and perinatal morbidity and mortality, requiring a dedicated management approach.5–9 The consistent application of available surveillance tools in FGR is the foundation for balancing the fetal risks of ongoing monitoring against the neonatal risks associated with delivery, collectively minimizing the risks for stillbirth and iatrogenic delivery.1–4,8–10

The guidelines for FGR management differ significantly between national and international organizations.1,3,8,10–13 Among the available surveillance modalities, only fetal heart rate monitoring by the nonstress test (NST) and umbilical artery (UA) Doppler are universally recommended by all organizations.12,14 In the United States, the role of the fetal biophysical profile (BPP) as an adjunct to identify fetal hypoxemia or acidemia and to time intervention is only discussed by the American College of Obstetricians & Gynecologists (ACOG).15 In contrast, their interpretation of the existing literature led the authors of the recent Society for Maternal-Fetal Medicine (SMFM) guidelines to question the value of the BPP in the management of FGR.1 Because neither the NST nor the UA Doppler provide the ability to address the spectrum of management challenges.

Growth-restricted fetuses are at risk of hypoxemia, acidemia, and stillbirth because of progressive placental dysfunction. Current fetal well-being, neonatal risks following delivery, and the anticipated rate of fetal deterioration are the major management considerations in fetal growth restriction. Surveillance has to quantify the fetal risks accurately to determine the delivery threshold and identify the testing frequency most likely to capture future deterioration and prevent stillbirth. From the second trimester onward, the biophysical profile score correlates over 90% with the current fetal pH, and a normal score predicts a pH >7.25 with a 100% positive predictive value; an abnormal score on the other hand predicts current fetal acidemia with similar certainty. Between 30% and 70% of growth-restricted fetuses with a nonreactive heart rate require biophysical profile scoring to verify fetal well-being, and an abnormal score in 8% to 27% identifies the need for delivery, which is not suspected by Doppler findings. Future fetal well-being is not predicted by the biophysical profile score, which emphasizes the importance of umbilical artery Doppler and amniotic fluid volume to determine surveillance frequency. Studies with integrated surveillance strategies that combine frequent heart rate monitoring with biophysical profile scoring and Doppler report better outcomes and stillbirth rates of between 0% and 4%, compared with those between 8% and 11% with empirically determined surveillance frequency. The variations in clinical behavior and management challenges across gestational age are better addressed when biophysical profile scoring is integrated into the surveillance of fetal growth restriction. This review aims to provide guidance on biophysical profile scoring in the in- and outpatient management of fetal growth restriction.
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The bar graph displays the median and interquartile ranges for the umbilical venous pH obtained before delivery in relation to the observations of fetal behaviors.\textsuperscript{22,27} The percentages indicate the frequency of the abnormal test findings for each variable. The distribution of pH values is highest for fetuses with a nonreactive nonstress test, lower for those without fetal breathing movements, and lowest when gross body movements or tone are absent. This illustrates the differential sensitivity of the respective regulatory centers to fetal hypoxemia and acidemia termed the “gradual hypoxia concept.”


encountered in FGR, their use as the central surveillance tools can pose challenges.\textsuperscript{3,12,14} This review aims to present the advantages and potential limitations of a BPP and provide guidance on its use in FGR management.

**Evolution of Biophysical Profile in Fetal Surveillance**

The goals of antepartum surveillance encompass identifying a fetus at risk for in-utero death or injury and to guide interventions that avoid adverse fetal outcome while minimizing neonatal prematurity and subsequent morbidity.\textsuperscript{16} This concept relies on the assumption that deteriorating placental function is responsible for the progression of fetal hypoxemia to metabolic acidemia and stillbirth and that these fetal risks can be detected with sufficient certainty to be measured against the neonatal risks of delivery.

**The underlying physiology of a biophysical profile**

A first fundamental principle of a BPP is that acute fetal activities are not random events but are initiated and regulated in a predictable manner by discrete central nervous system (CNS) centers located in the lower midbrain, pons, and medulla. From the early second trimester onward, these centers generate the neural signals that manifest as a biophysical activity (eg, movement of a fetal limb). Therefore, observation of a biophysical activity can provide insight into the functional integrity of its originating CNS center. The output of these regulatory centers is sensitive to normal modulation by intrinsic sleep-wake cycles typically lasting 20 to 40 minutes\textsuperscript{17} and by persistent suppression from hypoxemia and acidemia. Animal experiments and clinical observations in the human fetus have demonstrated that hypoxemia or acidemia can abolish fetal breathing and gross body movements.\textsuperscript{18–22} The effect of acid-base status on the NST and fetal tone has not been measured directly but is assumed on the basis of clinical observations.\textsuperscript{23}

The threshold level of hypoxemia or acidemia necessary to alter their output varies by the CNS center. The centers that regulate the coupling of fetal movement with heart rate accelerations (reactivity) and fetal breathing movements are most sensitive followed by those regulating fetal movements and finally those controlling fetal tone.\textsuperscript{24–28} This physiological phenomenon, called the gradual hypoxia concept, allows for the construction of a cascade of variables, where their loss following the above order during deterioration increases the probability of existing fetal acidemia.\textsuperscript{29,30} (Figure 1) The second fundamental principle of a BPP is that fetal hypoxemia or acidemia can trigger aortic arch and carotid body chemoreceptor reflex cardiovascular redistribution, ultimately leading to diminished renal perfusion and oligohydramnios.\textsuperscript{29,31}

**The technique to perform a biophysical profile**

To enhance distinction between physiological (eg, sleep-wake cycles) and abnormal variation in behavior, formal quantification of fetal activity is carried out over 30 minutes, with optional extension to 60 minutes. The modified BPP evaluates the fetal heart rate reactivity and amniotic fluid by ultrasound measurement of the 4-quadrant amniotic fluid index (AFI) or maximum vertical amniotic fluid pocket (MVP) (Table 1).\textsuperscript{31} The modified BPP is normal when the NST and amniotic fluid are normal. A nonreactive NST or an abnormal AFI or MVP require further evaluation, typically by a full BPP.\textsuperscript{8,32} A full BPP assesses fetal breathing, discrete body movement, fetal tone, and amniotic fluid volume using ultrasound, with optional addition of the NST if these variables are normal (Table 2).\textsuperscript{33} Similar to the NST, fetal acoustic stimulation delivered for 1 to 2 seconds by applying an artificial larynx to the maternal abdomen during the BPP can shorten
the testing time and reduce the number of false positives. Two points are assigned for each component meeting the specified criteria, and the final score is classified as normal, equivocal, abnormal, or very abnormal (Table 3).

The classic and modified BPP assume that if a given acute biophysical variable is normal, its CNS regulatory center is not exposed to acidemia; normal amniotic fluid indicates that cardiovascular redistribution has not occurred. Conversely, if an acute variable is persistently absent, acidemia is a possible cause and absence of more acute variables indicates that acidemia is the probable cause, especially if oligohydramnios is also observed. The relationship between surveillance findings and current fetal acid-base balance is most reliably studied by evaluating cord blood samples obtained prenatally in close temporal relationship or in the absence of labor at cesarean delivery. Using this approach, the relationship between individual fetal activities and acidemia from any underlying cause at the time of testing is well-defined, demonstrating an over 90% correlation of the pH with the overall biophysical score (Figure 2, Video 2).

**Management on the basis of the biophysical profile in unselected populations**

The clinical application of the NST and biophysical variables is guided by underlying physiological principles and their relationships with perinatal outcomes in large nonselected patient populations. The NST as a standalone test has a lower predictive accuracy for hypoxemia or acidemia if nonreactive and a stillbirth rate of 1.9 per 1000 in the following week if reactive. The modified BPP improves accuracy in predicting immediate fetal well-being if normal, but an abnormal test requires assessment of additional behaviors to accurately predict fetal status. A normal modified or full BPP is associated with a stillbirth rate of 0.8/1000 in the following week, which is attributable to acute events not reflected in the fetal heart rate or biophysical variables. The difference between these levels of reassurance becomes increasingly significant for populations with higher a priori stillbirth risk. These limitations of isolated fetal heart rate testing, even if amniotic fluid is normal, are the rationale for performing a full BPP when the NST is nonreactive or the modified BPP is abnormal. In this setting, the BPP provides a more accurate prediction of the current fetal status and the lowest false negative rate for stillbirth in the following week, and it is the sequence of testing recommended by the ACOG.

In unselected populations, the gestational age at initiation and surveillance frequency are typically empirically selected on the basis of the likelihood and anticipated weekly risks for stillbirth. In the absence of other specific

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>Components and criteria for modified biophysical profile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Components</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetal heart rate testing</td>
<td>Two or more fetal heart rate accelerations during 20 min of observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amniotic fluid volume</td>
<td>MVP is greater than 2 cm, the AFI is above 8 cm before 37 weeks or 5 cm thereafter or if the AFI is within the gestational age defined cutoff</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*AFI, amniotic fluid index; BPP, biophysical profile; MVP, maximum vertical pocket.*


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
<th>Components and normal criteria for full biophysical profile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Components</td>
<td>Normal (2 points each)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetal heart rate testing</td>
<td>Two or more fetal heart rate accelerations during 20 min of observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetal breathing</td>
<td>At least 30 s of sustained breathing movements (including hiccup)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body movement</td>
<td>Three discrete body or limb movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetal tone</td>
<td>One or more episodes of active extensions with return to flexion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amniotic fluid volume</td>
<td>Maximum fluid pocket &gt;2 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

fetal or maternal findings, a normal modified or full BPP does not require modification of the current surveillance strategy. Compared with a normal score, an equivocal result provides less certainty for a normal fetal pH, especially in the absence of fetal breathing. It is also associated with a higher perinatal mortality within a week, requiring an increase in surveillance frequency (Table 3, Figure 2). In the absence of any additional clinical modifiers, an equivocal BPP should be repeated within 24 hours, and further management on the basis of the repeat score at that time should be done. Patients with a persistently equivocal BPP or a score of 4 or less require evaluation for delivery unless the NST is reactive or normal fetal breathing movements are present. The BPP score does not predict the interval when further fetal compromise and further adjustment of surveillance frequency for specific conditions require consideration of the disease characteristics.

**Validity of the Biophysical Profile in Fetal Growth Restriction With Signs of Abnormal Placentalion**

The application of any fetal surveillance modality requires the consideration of disease-specific limitations to their reliability. Abnormal placental function and FGR is associated with delayed development of fetal behavior, cardiovascular deterioration, and variation in overall clinical behavior, all of which could potentially impact the reliability of a biophysical assessment.

**Maturation of fetal behavior in the presence of placental dysfunction**

Growth-restricted fetuses have significantly delayed the maturation of behavioral milestones, most notably between 28 to 32 weeks’ gestation. These delays are responsible for a higher baseline heart rate, lower short- and long-term variability, and a higher prevalence of a nonreactive NST observed in FGR. Despite changes in maturation, growth-restricted fetuses retain predictable behavioral responses consistent with the gradual hypoxia concept from 20 weeks onward. Accordingly, prediction of a normal fetal acid-base status by a normal score and acidemia by an abnormal score remains accurate in FGR throughout the second and third trimesters, supporting the use of a BPP at these gestational epochs.

**Clinical variation of placental dysfunction and cardiovascular findings**

Placental disease in FGR is associated with characteristic cardiovascular abnormalities that are not reflected in a BPP. Placental gas exchange requires adequate maternal and fetal perfusion and efficient diffusion across the maternal-fetal vascular interface. Several placental vascular abnormalities including maternal decidual arteriopathy, massive perivillous fibrinoid, and syncytial knots and fetal distal villous immaturity and thrombotic vasculopathy with a reduction of villous vascular area are observed in FGR and are now labeled as maternal or fetal vascular malperfusion. These histologic findings are associated with abnormal villous perfusion or gas diffusion, predisposing growth-restricted fetuses to hypoxemia or acidemia.

**Embolization experiments in sheep, pathologic correlation in human pregnancies, and mathematical modeling studies provide insight on the relationship between UA Doppler and the villous vasculature.** When villous malperfusion affects one-third of the placenta, the umbilical artery blood flow resistance increases measurably, and the end-
diastolic velocity becomes absent or reversed (UA A/REDV) when 60% to 70% of the villous resistance vessels are occluded. In this setting of high placental blood flow resistance, increased right heart stiffness and myocardial oxygen demand can lead to abnormal ductus venosus (DV) blood flow all the way to reversal during atrial systole. It is critical to note that UA and DV Doppler abnormalities are not directly regulated by fetal oxygenation. As shown by delivery blood gases, they are associated with the acid-base abnormality that accompanies the degree of placental dysfunction when these Doppler changes occur. In contrast, cerebral autoregulatory vasodilatation (brain sparing) can be directly triggered by decreasing transplacental oxygen diffusion. Therefore, brain sparing observed in a small fetus with a normal UA Doppler points toward placental dysfunction predominantly affecting oxygen diffusion rather than villous perfusion. FGR that develops in the second trimester is commonly associated with abnormal villous perfusion, whereas abnormal diffusion is more predominant in third trimester placental pathology, resulting in different characteristic Doppler findings and variation in the clinical picture. More specifically, in early-onset FGR before 32 weeks, UA and DV Doppler define the severity of villous malperfusion-related placental disease. On the contrary, cerebral artery Doppler or perhaps amniotic fluid assessment thereafter, even in patients with normal UA Doppler, points to the presence of diffusion-related placental dysfunction and associated fetal risks that are independent of the growth percentile.

Relationship between cardiovascular and biophysical findings

Because FGR is associated with Doppler findings that reflect the severity of placental dysfunction and the rate of progressive fetal compromise, understanding their relationship with a BPP is important. In principle, fetal cardiovascular abnormalities change over a longer time scale and precede overtly abnormal fetal heart rates

![FIGURE 2 Biophysical profile score and umbilical venous pH](Image)

The bar graph displays the mean and interquartile ranges for the umbilical venous pH obtained by cordocentesis before the onset of labor for BPP test results. The percentages indicate the frequency of individual test score results. The blue shaded area indicates an abnormal venous pH below 7.25. The pH values are in the normal range for normal or equivocal scores and abnormal for scores below 6. PPV indicates the positive predictive values for a normal or abnormal pH, respectively. BPP: biophysical profile.


tracings or an abnormal BPP (Figure 3). However, an abnormal fetal heart rate or BPP can develop independent of Doppler findings, and in this setting, reflects the degree of hypoxia or acidemia independent of cardiovascular status. In early-onset FGR with an elevated UA Doppler resistance, the daily rate of an abnormal computerized cardiotocography (cCTG) was 5%, and fetal heart rate decelerations requiring delivery increased from 23% to over 30% with an abnormal DV Doppler. An equivocal BPP is found in 20% to 30% of early-onset FGR with an abnormal UA Doppler and in 13% to 22% of late FGR with middle cerebral artery (MCA) brain sparing. With appropriate surveillance frequency, there is no evidence that delaying delivery until an abnormal BPP occurs negatively impacts outcome. Accordingly, Doppler abnormalities allow anticipation of fetal deterioration for patients with a normal or equivocal BPP, whereas a decelerative NST or an abnormal BPP provides a safety net for the detection of fetal hypoxemia or acidemia that may not be suspected on the basis of the cardiovascular status alone. Therefore, NSTs and BPP need to be more frequently performed than Doppler ultrasound at a frequency that is guided by the cardiovascular status (Video 2). General criticism about the clinical application of a BPP includes the absence of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) showing benefit, the time it
Doppler findings and the associated interval to delivery

**Umbilical artery Doppler**
- Doppler index > 2 SD
- AEDV
- REDV

**Middle cerebral artery Doppler**
- Doppler index < 2 SD

**Ductus venosus Doppler**
- Doppler Index > 2 SD
- Absent/reversed a-wave

The bar graph displays the median, range, and interquartile ranges for the timing of delivery in relation to the onset of individual Doppler abnormalities. A progressive increase in the umbilical artery blood flow resistance or a decrease in the middle cerebral artery blood flow resistance indicates accelerating deterioration of placental function and is associated with shortening of the interval to indicated delivery. In the DV, progression from an elevated Doppler index to loss of forward flow during atrial systole signifies advanced cardiovascular deterioration, and delivery for a variety of fetal indication is expected within a short interval.


...takens to complete testing, and confounding modification of fetal behavior by medications such as magnesium sulfate and corticosteroids. Similar to the NST, there has been no RCT of BPP in FGR management, but its use in other scenarios has been studied. The average time to complete a normal BPP is below 5 minutes, and only ruling out an abnormal or equivocal test requires 30 to 60 minutes of direct observation, placing the average time for all tests at just over 18 minutes. The effects of corticosteroids and magnesium are typically transitory and impact fetal behavior and Doppler findings at different intervals from administration, allowing for ongoing fetal assessment when all surveillance modalities are considered.

Specific concerns of the SMFM about a BPP in FGR surveillance are based on the Cochrane systematic review and an observational study by Kaur et al. The former has little relevance for FGR management as it mainly included pregnancies with other conditions and did not assess acidemia and stillbirth rates in relation to surveillance strategy. The study by Kaur demonstrated that a BPP does not reliably predict future fetal well-being, as an abnormal NST, stillbirth, or birth acidemia can occur within 4 hours of a normal score. The risk for future deterioration was better stratified by a UA Doppler, and therefore, the authors recommended to supplement the daily BPP with 3 or 4 times daily NSTs in patients with markedly abnormal blood flow. Additional clinical details such as venous Doppler or resuscitative measures are not reported, and the perinatal mortality of 39% identifies this cohort as a unique subset of severe early-onset FGR. The study is in contrast with others, showing that the prediction of fetal acid-base status by BPP is more accurate than a continuous cCTG or DV Doppler even when these modalities are concurrently performed (Figure 4). Furthermore, the stillbirth rate of 11% is higher than that of 1% to 4% observed in other early-onset FGR cohorts and is comparable to the 8% observed in late-onset FGR where the surveillance frequency is not adjusted on the basis of Doppler findings. Conversely, adjusting the frequency of heart rate testing or a BPP on the basis of cardiovascular findings with prospectively defined intervention criteria has yielded the lowest stillbirth and birth acidemia rates for FGR pregnancies with a markedly abnormal UA Doppler.

With these associations in mind and their profound impact on the incidence of adverse neonatal and developmental outcomes, the literature does not support to omit a BPP in the management of high-risk pregnancies with FGR. The primary limitation of a BPP in FGR surveillance is the inability to reliably select optimal surveillance intervals on the basis of the score. Therefore, similar to fetal heart rate testing, its clinical application requires the consideration of Doppler parameters that characterize the severity of placental disease and overall clinical context to inform about the required surveillance frequency in patients with a normal or equivocal BPP score.

**Biophysical Profile Considerations Specific to the Management of Fetal Growth Restriction**

In the absence of maternal complications, FGR management is guided by the following 3 primary factors: (1) gestational age at presentation, (2) immediate fetal well-being at the time of evaluation, and (3) the anticipated rate of disease progression and fetal deterioration.

The first factor—the gestational age at presentation—determines the inflection point when the benefits of delivery outweigh ongoing surveillance and intervention for fetal status may be considered. Fetal surveillance should be initiated when the decision to intervene for fetal status has been made, and a BPP...
can be utilized for this purpose as early as at 24 weeks’ gestation. However, it is only by 26 weeks’ gestation when 50% of delivered growth-restricted neonates, especially those with an estimated fetal weight above 500 g, survive.\textsuperscript{103,104} The neonatal mortality, morbidity, and neurodevelopmental delay progressively decline between 26 and 30 weeks, with a residual need for neonatal intensive care admission until 38 weeks’ gestation.\textsuperscript{7,85,105} From 36 weeks onward, stillbirths for undelivered patients double weekly.\textsuperscript{86,106} The delivery threshold is reached when the magnitude and certainty of fetal risks based on surveillance findings exceeds those for the neonate after delivery. Accordingly, advancing gestation shifts the management emphasis from prematurity-tailored delivery thresholds to selecting surveillance intervals for undelivered patients that provide a safety net against unanticipated stillbirth.\textsuperscript{3,14} To achieve these goals, surveillance visits have to provide a precise assessment of current fetal status and also the risks for future compromise (Video 2).\textsuperscript{74,84}

The other 2 factors (immediate fetal status and disease progression) are driven by the clinical characteristics of FGR, making it necessary to incorporate all aforementioned surveillance modalities into management to offset their individual disadvantages. The specific rationale for including a BPP in FGR management is based on its superior reflection of current fetal acid-base balance, which is independent of fetal heart rate testing and multivessel Doppler.\textsuperscript{28,74,91,99} A nonreactive NST is seen in 72% and 30% of early- and late-onset FGR, respectively, and only a normal BPP is validated to establish fetal well-being in this setting.\textsuperscript{16} It is critical to note that behavioral responses to deteriorating metabolic status occur independently of Doppler findings and gestational age,\textsuperscript{107-113} providing the opportunity for an abnormal BPP to detect fetal compromise not reflected by cardiovascular findings.\textsuperscript{29,38,114,115} Conversely, it is equally critical to consider that the Doppler findings provide information about the required surveillance interval, which is independent of the fetal growth percentile even when an NST is reactive or the BPP is normal or equivocal. With the limited use and availability of the cCTG in the US and elsewhere and based on the body of evidence presented above, we propose a surveillance strategy that integrates Doppler and biophysical findings for both ambulatory care and hospitalized pregnancies with FGR. The presented approach is intended to account for the clinical variability in FGR across gestational age.

**Surveillance findings of special relevance**

Surveillance findings that are considered absolute delivery criteria at any gestational age include an abnormal BPP, recurrent fetal heart rate decelerations, and a cCTG short-term variation below 2.6 ms or an absent or reversed ductus venosus a-wave if assessed.\textsuperscript{2,3,14} An abnormal BPP triggers delivery in 8% to 27%, an abnormal fetal heart rate in 10% to 32%, and an abnormal DV Doppler in 1% to 22% of all FGR pregnancies. From 30 weeks onward, less severe surveillance abnormalities qualify as delivery criteria.\textsuperscript{2,3,116} In undelivered patients undergoing serial surveillance, the 3 signs that herald worsening placental dysfunction requiring increasing surveillance frequency irrespective of a reassuring NST or a normal or equivocal BPP are the following: (1) the bar graph displays the test performances of a computerized cardiotocography short-term variation below 3.5 milliseconds, absent or reversed ductus venosus a-wave, and an abnormal biophysical profile score in predicting a cord artery pH <7.20 on cordocentesis or at birth. (Reproduced with permission\textsuperscript{14}).

\textbf{FIGURE 4}

**Surveillance modalities and prediction of fetal acidemia at birth**

The bar graph displays the test performances of a computerized cardiotocography short-term variation below 3.5 milliseconds, absent or reversed ductus venosus a-wave, and an abnormal biophysical profile score in predicting a cord artery pH <7.20 on cordocentesis or at birth. (Reproduced with permission\textsuperscript{14}).

the loss of UA end-diastolic velocity, (2) abnormal cerebral artery Doppler in late-onset FGR, and (3) declining amniotic fluid volume. \textsuperscript{117–119}

**Surveillance in the outpatient setting**

The outpatient setting poses limitations to surveillance frequency, emphasizing the need for attention to findings that require increased testing. In principle, an NST should be performed more frequently than a Doppler. SMFM currently recommends once weekly NST when UA end-diastolic velocities are forward and more frequent NSTs with UA/REDV. However, once weekly NST in late-onset FGR carries a stillbirth risk as high as 8% when the MCA Doppler or amniotic fluid are abnormal. \textsuperscript{74} Accordingly, we suggest NST twice weekly in this setting. Because the NST is often nonreactive and even a reactive test does not provide anticipation of deterioration, it cannot be used as a standalone test and should at minimum be accompanied by an AFI. \textsuperscript{3,74} Because many patients will ultimately require a full BPP for a nonreactive NST, we recommend providing a possibility to carry this out for all outpatients. Any time an ultrasound or Doppler is performed, a concurrent evaluation of the fetal tone, movement and breathing, and amniotic fluid volume is both time-efficient and independently informative. In the absence of other fetal or maternal findings, the BPP should be managed according to the score (Table 3). An increase of surveillance frequency is recommended if the NST is nonreactive in a fetus with a previously reactive heart rate or if the amniotic fluid volume decreases, UA Doppler worsens, or there is a new-onset of MCA dilation, which is observed in 20% to 40% of late FGR with a normal UA Doppler. \textsuperscript{120,121} Inpatient management should be considered when surveillance frequency becomes impractical, patient access is a challenge, or maternal preeclampsia develops.

**Inpatient surveillance**

For patients admitted for fetal surveillance and potential intervention, the NST frequency is once daily at minimum and as frequent as 4 times daily on the basis of the severity of Doppler abnormalities or the maternal condition. A BPP is recommended daily to verify the fetal status if the NST is nonreactive and
should accompany all Doppler studies for its ability to detect fetal compromise and stillbirth risk that is not suspected by cardiovascular status. Inpatients typically have more severe placental dysfunction, are commonly earlier in gestation, and may receive magnesium sulfate or corticosteroids as part of their management. All of these factors need to be considered in the interpretation of BPP for delivery. Although a BPP of 0 or 2 out of 10 is considered a universal delivery criterion, it is recommended to confirm a score of 4 of 10 over 1 hour before 28 weeks or when other confounders are present. If a DV Doppler is available, the results can be incorporated into delivery decision making as recommended by the International Society of Ultrasound in Obstetrics and Gynaecology (ISUOG) and the International Federation of Gynaecology and Obstetrics (FIGO). The integration of NST, BPP, and arterial and venous Doppler has the greatest potential for improving outcomes in FGR and to significantly decrease iatrogenic prematurity compared with patients managed by UA Doppler alone. Delaying delivery until late signs of fetal deterioration are observed carries a risk of stillbirth even in the inpatient setting. In this context, it is important to note that surveillance should not be spaced out if the BPP is normal or equivocal, because the risk of stillbirth within 24 hours remains related to the Doppler abnormalities. A strategy of daily BPP and twice daily NST with predetermined delivery criteria was associated with no stillbirths even in the setting of a very abnormal UA Doppler.

**Conclusion**

The management of FGR with placental dysfunction benefits from surveillance tools that complement each other in evaluating fetal status and planning the optimal surveillance interval to preempt fetal damage or demise. A normal or abnormal BPP is the most accurate predictor of current fetal status and the most appropriate follow-up test in patients with a nonreactive NST to determine fetal well-being. The primary limitation of NST and BPP is the inability to predict the rate of progression, requiring the consideration of Doppler to plan surveillance frequency. The independence of BPP deterioration from Doppler findings and the continued prediction of acidaemia in this setting makes an abnormal BPP an absolute delivery criterion that can provide a safety net against stillbirth. A BPP can be utilized in any ultrasound resource setting, and accordingly, we recommended including instructions on its application in any SGA management guideline. It is our opinion that despite the recent SMFM statement questioning its value, available evidence supports that the BPP under consideration of the clinical context is a clinically useful management tool in pregnancies complicated by FGR (Table 4, Video 2).
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